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Abstract: Given that most cues exchanged during a social interaction are nonverbal (e.g., facial
expressions, hand gestures, body language), individuals who are blind are at a social disadvantage
compared to their sighted peers. Very little work has explored sensory augmentation in the context
of social assistive aids for individuals who are blind. The purpose of this study is to explore the
following questions related to visual-to-vibrotactile mapping of facial action units (the building blocks
of facial expressions): (1) How well can individuals who are blind recognize tactile facial action units
compared to those who are sighted? (2) How well can individuals who are blind recognize emotions
from tactile facial action units compared to those who are sighted? These questions are explored in a
preliminary pilot test using absolute identification tasks in which participants learn and recognize
vibrotactile stimulations presented through the Haptic Chair, a custom vibrotactile display embedded
on the back of a chair. Study results show that individuals who are blind are able to recognize tactile
facial action units as well as those who are sighted. These results hint at the potential for tactile facial
action units to augment and expand access to social interactions for individuals who are blind.

Keywords: social assistive aids; nonverbal; haptics; vibrotactile; tactile-vision sensory substitution;
sensory augmentation; tactile facial action units; technologies for individuals who are blind

1. Introduction

Effective personal and professional social interactions are of paramount importance in successfully
achieving both psychological needs (e.g., developing and maintaining relationships with friends,
family, and loved ones) and self-fulfilling needs (e.g., advancing one’s career). A social interaction is
a shared exchange between two people (dyad), three people (triad), or larger social groups of four
people or more occurring in-person, remotely (technology-mediated), or mixed. Within these social
groups, information is shared verbally (e.g., speech) and nonverbally (e.g., eye gaze, facial expressions,
body language, hand gestures, interpersonal distance, social touch, appearances of interaction partners,
and the appearance/context of the setting in which the interaction occurs). Most of the information
exchanged is nonverbal (65% or more) compared to verbal communicative cues [1].

With the exception of social touching (e.g., shaking hands, hugging), vision is needed to sense,
perceive, and appropriately respond to visual nonverbal cues present in dynamic social scenarios. For
individuals who are blind or visually impaired, these cues are largely inaccessible. Hearing provides
intermittent access to certain nonverbal cues; for example, while speaking, an interaction partner’s
voice can be used to estimate how far he or she is standing from you (interpersonal distance); and
the intonation of voice, together with the content of its speech, can be used, to some extent, to detect
emotion and intent. But without vision, immediate emotional responses, nuances of facial expressions,
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and the intent of eye gaze and body language are lost. In a focus group with individuals who are
blind and visually impaired, work environments were mentioned the most frequently as the setting
where inaccessible social interactions had the most negative impact. Participants noted that the most
challenging type of social interaction is the large group meeting, particularly because questions are
commonly directed through eye gaze, and so it is easy to answer a question out of turn, creating socially
awkward situations. Individuals who are blind also noted that when passing people in hallways
or elevators, they wonder if it is a co-worker keeping quiet to avoid social interaction. Incomplete
exchanges of information, as given in the aforementioned examples from focus groups, may lead to
feelings of embarrassment, which in turn, may cause an individual to desire social avoidance and
isolation, which eventually, may result in psychological problems, such as depression and social
anxiety [2]. It is, therefore, important to explore technological solutions to break down these social
barriers and provide individuals who are blind with access to social interactions comparable to their
sighted counterparts.

To address the aforementioned problem, researchers have begun to explore social assistive aids
for individuals with visual impairments. These technologies use sensory substitution algorithms
to convert visual data into information for perception by an alternative modality, such as touch or
hearing. Researchers have targeted nonverbal cues of eye gaze, interpersonal distance, and facial
expressions. Qiu et al. [3] proposed a device for individuals who are blind consisting of a band
of vibration motors worn around the head to map eye gaze information to vibrotactile stimulation.
The device mapped a quick visual glance to a short vibrotactile burst, and a fixation to a repeating
vibrotactile pattern. In our own previous work [4], we proposed a vibrotactile belt for communicating
the direction and interpersonal distance of interaction partners using dimensions of body site and
tactile rhythm. Actuators were driven by a face detection algorithm ran on frames from a discreetly
embedded video camera in a pair of sunglasses. Direction was presented relative to the user, e.g.,
when someone stood in your field of view to your right side, your right side would be stimulated
via pancake motors embedded in the belt. Interpersonal distances of intimate, personal, social, and
public were mapped to tactile rhythms that felt like heartbeats of varied tempo depending on the
distance (intimacy) of the interaction. Most of the work done toward realizing social assistive aids for
individuals who are blind has been focused on visual-to-tactile substitution of facial expressions and
emotions, described next.

Buimer et al. [5] used a waist worn vibrotactile belt to map the six basic emotions to body sites on
the left and right side of the user. Réhman et al. [6] proposed a novel vibrotactile display consisting
of three axes of vibration motors embedded on the back of a chair where each axis represented a
different emotion, and the progression of the stimulation along the axis indicated the intensity of the
respective emotion. Rahman et al. [7] conveyed behavioral expressions, such as yawning, smiling, and
looking away, and their dimensions of affect (valence, dominance, and arousal) through speech output.
Krishna et al. [8] proposed a novel vibrotactile glove with pancake motors embedded on the back of the
fingers and hand to communicate the six basic emotions (happy, sad, surprise, anger, fear, and disgust)
using visual emoticon representations. For example, to convey happiness, a spatiotemporal vibrotactile
pattern was displayed that was perceived as a smile being “drawn” on the back of the user’s hand. As
shown, much of the previous work aims to solve the problem for the user; i.e., recognize an interaction
partner’s basic emotion, and present this information to the user with or without an intensity rating.

Striving for a human-in-the-loop solution, we view social assistive aids as providing rich,
complementary information to a user so that they may use this information to make their own
conclusions about the facial expressions, emotions and higher cognitive states of interaction partners.
To meet this goal, in our early work [9], we proposed the first mapping of visual facial action units
to vibrotactile stimulation patterns. As part of a pilot run to gather initial feedback and improve our
design, we tested these patterns with sighted participants. Facial action units were chosen for the
following reasons: First, any facial expression can be reliably broken down into its facial action units
using the descriptive facial action unit coding system (FACS) [10]. Importantly, we are not limiting the
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capabilities of the system to the six basic emotions previously described; instead, by focusing on facial
action units, any facial expression could be communicated to the user. Second, it is well known which
facial action units occur most frequently for each of the six basic emotions [11], which simplifies user
training for studies exploring the perception of these units and their associated emotions. Third, we
may focus our attention on questions surrounding the delivery and recognition of tactile facial action
units since their extraction from video is largely a solved problem: e.g., there are numerous freely and
commercially available facial action unit extraction software [12–14].

The design of the initial set of tactile facial action units, presented in [9], were improved, based
on participant performance and feedback, and retested in [15] with individuals who are blind. The
study of [15], which, from this point forward, we refer to as “Study #1”, is presented here again, but
with new results and analysis comparing the performance between individuals who are blind and
sighted. The design of the tactile facial action units from [15] were once more improved, and used in a
study [16] exploring how well individuals who are blind learn and recognize the associated emotions
of these facial action units. The study of [16], which we will refer to as “Study #2”, is presented again
in this work, but with new results and analysis that explores similar performance questions posed in
Study #1. To summarize, the aim the work here is to shed light on the following questions: (1) How well
can individuals who are blind recognize tactile facial action units compared to those who are sighted? (2) How
well can individuals who are blind recognize emotions from tactile facial action units compared to those who
are sighted?

While more experiments need to be conducted with much larger sample sizes, the preliminary
pilot tests presented in the subsequent sections at least hint toward the potential of using tactile facial
action units in social assistive aids for individuals who are blind. Specifically, with very little training,
individuals who are blind were able to learn to recognize tactile facial action units and the associated
emotions. While the recognition performance of individuals who are blind was comparable to sighted
individuals, larger sample sizes are needed for more conclusive results. In any case, these preliminary
results are promising and encourage more exploration by researchers.

Our aim here is not to completely solve the problem of developing a wearable social assistive aid
for individuals who are blind, capable of extracting and presenting a myriad of non-verbal cues. This
challenging problem requires advances within dimensions human-computer interaction, wearable
computing, computer vision, and haptics. The present work focuses on one type of non-verbal cue:
facial expressions. Before incorporating tactile facial action units in social assistive aids, a better
understanding of recognition performance is required to improve their design. This effort assesses
recognition performance differences between sighted and blind. The remaining sections of this article
are as follows: Section 2 presents the materials and methods of the work including the Haptic Chair
apparatus, detailed design of the proposed tactile facial action units, and the experimental procedures.
Section 3 presents the results of both studies, and Section 4 provides an analysis of these results
with discussion. Finally, Section 5 outlines important directions for future work in social interaction
assistants for individuals who are blind.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Hardware and Software Design

Both Study #1 and #2 use the Haptic Chair, a custom device built in-house for these studies. The
device consists of an ergonomic mesh chair of which its back is embedded with a two-dimensional array
(six rows by eight columns) of 3.3 volt eccentric rotating mass (ERM) vibrating pancake shaftless motors
soldered to custom printed circuit boards called tactor strips (Figure 1). Each tactor strip supports
eight motors, and so six tactor strips are attached inside the chair via Velcro, and the vibration motors
are affixed to the outside of the mesh, again with Velcro, so that closer contact with a participant’s
skin is possible. This configuration results in two-centimeter and four-to-five-centimeter spacing of
vibration motors horizontally and vertically, respectively, measured center-to-center between motors.
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To ensure participants would be able to differentiate between vibration motors, spacing was driven by
the research findings of van Erp [17] who investigated vibrotactile spatial acuity limitations on the
back and torso. Tactor strips are connected to a control module, powered and controlled through a
USB connection to a laptop. The control module uses a custom shield design for the Arduino FIO. An
I2C bus with extender chip is used to support communication between the control module and tactor
strips. Each tactor strip consists of eight tactor units, which include an ATTINY88 microcontroller for
localized processing of patterns and communication, and a separate timing system for precision of
displaying spatiotemporal tactile rhythms.
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Figure 1. Frontal view of Haptic Chair with close-up of a tactor strip. The vibration motors sit on the
mesh itself for closer contact with participant’s skin and to avoid propagation of vibrations that would
occur if attached to the rigid printed circuit board directly.

Control and tactor module firmware are easily modified using the Arduino IDE. The graphical
user interface (GUI) of Study #1 and #2 were implemented in Python. Figure 2 depicts a screenshot of
the GUI from Study #2. The GUI for Study #1 is similar except it consists of only the top half of the
GUI in Figure 2 and includes more facial action units than those explored in Study #2.
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2.2. Study #1 Design

2.2.1. Aim

The purpose of Study #1 was to evaluate the distinctness and naturalness of a large set of tactile
facial action units with individuals who are blind and sighted. Prior to Study #1, the set of patterns had
been extensively pilot tested with both individuals who are blind and sighted to refine their design
before a more in-depth pilot test was conducted.

2.2.2. Participants

Fourteen individuals who self-identified as blind or visually impaired, and thirteen individuals
who are sighted, were recruited for this IRB-approved study. Blindfolds were not used for sighted
participants given that all stimuli were tactile. Of the fourteen participants who were blind or visually
impaired (VI), ten passed the training phase by four or fewer attempts. These ten participants consisted
of 3 males and 7 females; 4 congenitally blind, 3 late-blind, and 3 visually impaired; and their ages
ranged 21 to 62 years old (M: 42.0, SD: 11.8). Of the thirteen participants who were sighted, data was lost
for three of these participants due to equipment malfunction. Of the remaining ten participants who
were sighted, five passed the training phase by four or fewer attempts. These five participants consisted
of 2 males and 3 females; and their ages ranged 20 to 26 years old (M: 23.0, SD: 2.2). Limitations of this
preliminary pilot study include: (i) small sample sizes, created partly by the difficulty of conditions for
passing training (to ensure proficiency, participants must score 80% or better to move on to testing); and
age differences between the sighted and blind/VI groups, created partly by the pools of subjects from
which recruitment was performed: Sighted participants were recruited from Arizona State University’s
student population, and blind participants were recruited from a registry of local subjects, many of
which range 30 to 50 years of age. Future work will aim to recruit much larger sample sizes, ease the
requirements for moving on to testing, and lessen the age difference between the two groups.

2.2.3. Procedure

Upon entering the study room, each participant was given an overview of the study, asked to
read/sign an informed consent form, and then provided with compensation in advance for their time
and effort. First, demographic information was collected using a subject information form. Next, each
participant underwent a familiarization phase where each pattern was presented using the Haptic
Chair and described using layman terminology; Figure 3 depicts these patterns. Variations in pulse
width were explored: 250, 500, and 750 ms. The gap between vibrotactile pulses was kept constant at
50 ms. For familiarization, all 15 patterns were first presented with 750 ms pulse width, then 500 ms,
and finally, 250 ms. Participants could ask for repeats during familiarization. After familiarization,
participants underwent a training phase where they were asked to recognize randomly presented
patterns. Each pattern was presented once for each duration, and so each participant must recognize
45 different patterns. The experimenter confirmed correct guesses and corrected incorrect guesses.
To pass training and enter testing, a participant must have scored 80% or better during training. The
training phase could be repeated at most three times, so a participant has four tries to pass training. The
testing phase was similar to the training phase except that during the presentation of the 45 patterns, no
feedback was provided by the experimenter regarding correct and incorrect guesses, and each pattern
was randomly presented a total of three times. Additionally, unlike familiarization and training, no
repeats of patterns were allowed. After the experiment, each participant completed a questionnaire
with two Likert-scale questions to collect subjective feedback regarding the ease of recognizing patterns
and the naturalness of the patterns.
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2.2.4. Visual-to-Tactile Mapping

The proposed patterns provide good coverage of action units occurring across the six basic
universal emotions, particularly for surprise, anger, fear, and disgust. These patterns have been refined
through extensive pilot testing and discussions/interviews with individuals who are blind. Pilot tests
were also conducted with individuals who are sighted. Throughout Study #1, the following layman
terminology was used instead of formal names: AU1 “Raise only inner parts of eyebrows”; AU2 “Raise
eyebrows”; AU4 “Lower eyebrows”; AU5 “Raise eyelids”; AU6 “Raise cheeks”; AU7 “Squint eyes”;
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AU9 “Wrinkle up nose”; AU10 “Raise upper lip”; AU12 “Pull lip corners up into smile”; AU15 “Pull lip
corners down into frown”; AU20 “Pull lips tight toward corners of mouth”; AU24 “Press lips tightly
together”; AU25 “Slightly part lips”; AU26 “Drop jaw”; and AU27 “Open mouth wide”.

2.3. Study #2 Design

2.3.1. Aim

The purpose of Study #2 was to (i) re-evaluate the distinctness and naturalness of the proposed
tactile facial action units following design improvements from the findings of Study #1; and
(ii) investigate how well emotions can be associated with tactile facial action units by individuals who
are sighted and blind.

2.3.2. Participants

Eight participants who self-identified as blind or visually impaired, and ten participants who are
sighted, were enrolled in this IRB-approved study. Blindfolds were not used for sighted participants
given that all stimuli were tactile. Six of the participants who were blind passed the training phase.
These six consisted of 2 males and 4 females; 1 congenitally blind and 5 late blind; and their ages ranged
24 to 63 years old (M: 42.5, SD: 14.5). Some subjects participated in previous studies using the Haptic
Chair; a few months separated these studies and Study #2 to attempt to reduce unwanted learning
effects, although such effects may still have been present. Of the participants who were sighted, two
had to withdraw from the study due to equipment malfunctions, and three did not pass the training
phase. Of the remaining five, they consisted of 4 males and 1 female; and their ages ranged 20 to
24 years old (M: 22, SD: 1.5). This preliminary pilot test has similar limitations compared to Study #1
including small sample sizes and age differences, which future work aims to overcome.

2.3.3. Procedure

Each participant was introduced to the study, read/signed an informed consent form, and received
compensation for their time. As with Study #1, facial action units were referred to in layman terminology.
Study #2 consisted of two phases referred to as “Part 1” and “Part 2” from this point on. The aim of
Part 1 was for participants to learn the proposed set of tactile facial action units, and consisted of a
familiarization and training phase. Study #2 used a subset of the tactile facial actions from Study #1
(only twelve of the fifteen); these are depicted in Figure 4. During familiarization, each participant was
introduced to the twelve patterns, and two passes were made through all twelve. During training,
participants were randomly presented these patterns and asked to recognize them. Correct guesses
were confirmed, and incorrect guesses were corrected. Patterns were repeated upon request. The
aim of Part 2 was for participants to learn the mapping between facial action units and emotions
and consisted of a familiarization, training, and testing phase. During familiarization, participants
were introduced to twelve combinations of facial action units, each representing one of the six basic
universal emotions: happy, sad, surprise, anger, fear, and disgust. For familiarization, two passes
were made through each combination. During training, participants were asked to recognize not
only the associated emotion but each individual facial action unit as well. Participants could name
the emotion and facial action units in any order, and as before, correct guesses were confirmed and
incorrect guesses were corrected. Repeats were allowed upon request. All patterns were randomly
presented. To move to Part 2 testing, participants had to score 80% or better (ten out of twelve patterns).
If a passing score was not achieved, training was repeated. Training could be repeated a maximum of
three times. Testing involved the random presentation of all twelve pattern combinations, and this
was repeated four times for a grand total of 48 pattern presentations. Guesses were neither confirmed
nor corrected by the experimenter. Participants were allowed to request repeats. Finally, participants
completed a post-study survey.
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2.3.4. Visual-to-Tactile Mapping

Twelve of the fifteen action units from Study #1 were selected based on good representation of the
six basic universal emotions for testing purposes. Some patterns were redesigned based on Study #1
results (compare Figures 3 and 4, and see [16] for full details). Study #1 results, discussed in the next
section, showed no significant difference in pulse width variations between 250 and 750 ms, and so a
pulse width of 250 ms was chosen (with a gap width of 50 ms). Referring back to the screenshot of
the GUI (Figure 2), examples are shown of how combinations of facial action units communicate the
specified emotions. Twelve such combinations were chosen for this study with each basic emotion
allocated two of these combinations. In actual use, our expression of emotions may be one, two,
or many facial action units in its complexity. To ensure Study #2 was of reasonable duration for
participants, combinations of no more than two facial action units were chosen. For example, from
Figure 2, AU12 or AU6+AU12 represent ‘happy’; AU4+AU5 or AU4+AU7 represent ‘anger’; AU1 or
AU6+AU15 represent ‘sad’; AU5 or AU5+AU20 represent ‘fear’; AU5+AU26 or AU5+AU27 represent
‘surprise’; and AU9 or AU10 represent ‘disgust’. During the presentation of an emotion, its action units
are presented sequentially rather than simultaneously to avoid overlap and occlusion. There is a gap
of 1 s between action unit presentations, but reductions in this gap will be explored as part of future
work to speed up communication.
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3. Results

3.1. Study #1 Results

The following analysis includes only data from the ten blind/VI participants and five sighted
(fifteen participants total) who passed training and completed the study with all data intact. For
the blind/VI group and the sighted group, the mean number of training phase attempts was M: 2.1
(SD: 0.6) and M: 3.0 (SD: 1.0), respectively. Of the 1350 participant responses collected from the ten
participants in the blind/VI group, only eight responses were lost due to equipment malfunction. Of
the 675 participant responses collected from the five participants of the sighted group, all responses
were successfully recorded. Since data analysis is based on averages across participants, the impact of
a data loss of less than 1% is insignificant.

We define recognition accuracy as the number of pattern presentations guessed correctly divided
by the total number of pattern presentations. The recognition accuracy of the blind/VI group and
sighted group, averaged across all tactile action units and durations, was M: 78.3% (SD: 41.2%) and
M: 78.9% (SD: 40.7%), respectively. Figures 5 and 6 depict recognition accuracies for each tactile facial
action unit, averaged across the duration, for the blind/VI group and sighted group, respectively.
Figures 7 and 8 depict recognition accuracies for each duration, averaged across tactile facial action
units, for the blind/VI group and sighted group, respectively. Tables 1 and 2 summarize subjective
responses for the blind/VI group and sighted group, respectively, for the following questions: “How
easy was it to recognize the vibration patterns represented by the following facial action units?” and “How
natural (intuitive) was the mapping between vibration pattern and facial action unit for the following facial
action units?”.

The main contribution of this work is to investigate recognition performance differences between
sighted and blind/VI groups rather than to explore subjects’ performance on individual tactile facial
action units and tease out confusions between these designs, which is the focus of our previous
presentation of Study #1 [15].
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Table 1. Subjective feedback from the blind/VI group. Part (A). Ease of recognizing the proposed
tactile facial action units. Part (B). Naturalness of proposed mapping. Ratings based on Likert scale:
1 (very hard) to 5 (very easy).

Questions Mean (A) SD (A) Mean (B) SD (B)

AU1: Inner Brow Raiser 2.3 1.1 2.8 1.3
AU2: Outer Brow Raiser 4.2 1.1 4.4 0.6
AU4: Brow Lowerer 4.3 1.0 4.5 0.7
AU5: Upper Lid Raiser 3.8 0.7 3.5 0.8
AU6: Cheek Raiser 3.3 1.4 3.3 0.9
AU7: Lid Tightener 2.8 0.9 3.2 1.0
AU9: Nose Wrinkler 3.3 1.2 3.4 1.1
AU10: Upper Lip Raiser 3.4 1.2 3.8 1.0
AU12: Lip Corner Puller 4.7 0.6 4.9 0.3
AU15: Lip Corner Depressor 4.6 0.9 4.9 0.3
AU20: Lip Stretcher 4.4 1.2 4.8 0.4
AU24: Lip Pressor 4.0 1.1 4.4 0.6
AU25: Lips Part 4.0 1.2 3.9 0.8
AU26: Jaw Drop 4.7 0.9 4.8 0.4
AU27: Mouth Stretch 4.5 0.9 4.8 0.4

Table 2. Subject feedback from the sighted group. Part (A). Ease of recognizing the proposed tactile facial
action units. Part (B). Naturalness of proposed mapping. Ratings based on Likert scale: 1 (very hard)
to 5 (very easy).

Questions Mean (A) SD (A) Mean (B) SD (B)

AU1: Inner Brow Raiser 2.6 1.5 3.0 1.2
AU2: Outer Brow Raiser 4.0 1.0 4.2 1.3
AU4: Brow Lowerer 4.4 0.8 4.4 0.8
AU5: Upper Lid Raiser 3.6 1.5 3.8 1.6
AU6: Cheek Raiser 2.8 1.0 3.2 0.4
AU7: Lid Tightener 2.6 0.8 3.4 0.5
AU9: Nose Wrinkler 3.4 1.5 3.6 1.1
AU10: Upper Lip Raiser 4.6 0.5 4.2 0.4
AU12: Lip Corner Puller 4.8 0.4 4.8 0.4
AU15: Lip Corner Depressor 4.4 0.8 4.6 0.5
AU20: Lip Stretcher 4.0 0.7 3.8 1.0
AU24: Lip Pressor 3.8 1.3 4.0 1.4
AU25: Lips Part 4.6 0.8 4.4 1.3
AU26: Jaw Drop 3.6 1.1 4.4 0.5
AU27: Mouth Stretch 4.4 1.3 4.8 0.4

3.2. Study #2 Results

For the duration of the study, malfunctions were caused during the presentation of AU6 Cheek
Raiser. Therefore, all participant responses when this facial action unit was present, i.e., during
presentation of AU6+AU12 and AU6+15, were thrown out to ensure such malfunctions did not bias the
results. A few motors of the 48 ceased operation during the study and were irreparable. Extensive pilot
testing following completion of the study was conducted to investigate whether these malfunctions
impacted the recognition of the proposed patterns. We found no impact in recognition performance
due to the inherent redundancy of these patterns. Perceptually, all patterns felt the same even though a
few motors were inoperable.

The following analysis includes only data from the six blind/VI participants and five sighted
(eleven participants total) who passed training and completed the study with all data intact. For
the blind/VI group and the sighted group, the average number of Part 2 training phase attempts
were M: 2.7 (SD: 0.8) and M: 2.4 (SD: 0.5), respectively. Mean recognition accuracy for the complete
multidimensional pattern (emotion + facial action units) was M: 84.5% (SD: 30.6%). Mean recognition
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accuracy for associating emotions was M: 87% (SD: 29.1%). Mean recognition accuracy for identifying
facial action unit combinations was M: 93.5% (SD: 17.3%). Figures 9 and 10 depict recognition
accuracies for facial action unit combinations for the blind/VI group and sighted group, respectively.
Figures 11 and 12 depict recognition accuracies for emotions for the blind/VI group and sighted
group, respectively.
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Participant’s subjective assessments are summarized in Tables 3 and 4 for the blind/VI group and
sighted group, respectively. Responses are captured for the following questions: “How easy was it to
recognize emotions based on vibration patterns represented by the following facial action units?” and “How
natural (intuitive) was the mapping between emotion and vibration patterns represented by the following facial
action units?”
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Table 3. Subjective feedback from the blind/VI group. Part (A). Ease of recognizing emotions based on
vibration patterns represented by the specified facial action units. Part (B). Naturalness of proposed
mapping. Ratings based on Likert scale: 1 (very hard) to 5 (very easy).

Questions Mean (A) SD (A) Mean (B) SD (B)

Happy “Pull lip corners up into smile” 4.6 0.5 4.8 0.4
Anger “Lower eyebrows” + “Raise eyelids” 4.1 0.7 3.3 0.5
Anger “Lower eyebrows” + “Squint eyes” 4.3 0.8 3.6 0.8
Sad “Raise only inner parts of eyebrows” 3.5 1.5 2.6 1.6
Surprise “Raise eyelids” + “Drop jaw” 3.8 1.1 4.3 1.2
Surprise “Raise eyelids” + “Open mouth wide” 4.3 0.8 4.5 1.2
Fear “Pull lips tight toward corners of mouth” 3.5 1.4 2.8 1.1
Fear “Raise eyelids” + “Pull lips tight . . . ” 3.8 0.8 3.0 1.0
Disgust “Wrinkle up nose” 4.5 0.8 4.3 1.0
Disgust “Raise upper lip” 4.1 0.9 4.0 1.2
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Table4.Subjectivefeedbackfromthesightedgroup.Part(A).Easeofrecognizingemotionsbasedon

vibrationpatternsrepresentedbythespecifiedfacialactionunits.Part(B).Naturalnessofproposed

mapping.RatingsbasedonLikertscale:1(veryhard)to5(veryeasy).

Questions Mean(A) SD(A) Mean(B) SD(B)

Happy“Pulllipcornersupintosmile” 4.8 0.4 5.0 0.0
Anger“Lowereyebrows”+“Raiseeyelids” 3.6 1.6 3.8 1.7
Anger“Lowereyebrows”+“Squinteyes” 4.4 0.5 4.8 0.4
Sad“Raiseonlyinnerpartsofeyebrows” 4.4 0.9 4.4 0.9
Surprise“Raiseeyelids”+“Dropjaw” 4.0 1.0 4.0 0.7
Surprise“Raiseeyelids”+“Openmouthwide” 4.0 1.4 4.4 0.5
Fear“Pulllipstighttowardcornersofmouth” 2.2 0.8 2.6 1.1
Fear“Raiseeyelids”+“Pulllipstight...” 3.4 0.9 3.4 0.9
Disgust“Wrinkleupnose” 5.0 0.0 4.4 0.9
Disgust“Raiseupperlip” 4.4 0.5 4.2 0.8

SimilartoStudy#1,themaincontributionofthisworkistoinvestigaterecognitionperformance

differencesbetweensightedandblind/VIgroupsrathersubjects’performanceandconfusionsonand

betweenindividualpatterns,whichisthefocusofourpreviouspresentationofStudy#2[16].

4.Discussion

4.1.Study#1Discussion

Tenofthefourteenindividualswhowereblindorvisuallyimpairedpassedthetrainingportionof

thestudyandmovedontotesting,requiringanaverageofapproximatelytwoattemptsatthetraining

phase.Thisisimpressivegiventhenumberoftactilefacialactionunits,thevariationsinpulsewidth,

andtheshorttrainingperiod.Incontrast,onlyhalfofparticipantswhoweresightedpassedtraining,

althoughanalysisbeganwiththirteenparticipants,butthreewerethrownoutduetoequipment

malfunctions.Onaverage,sightedparticipantsrequiredmoreattemptsattraining;however,forthose

participantswhopassedtraininginfourorlessattempts,nosignificantdifferencewasfoundforthe

numberoftrainingattemptsbetweenthetwogroups,t(13)= 2.255,p>0.01,two-tailed.Theseresults,

however,arepreliminarygiventhesmallsamplesizeofeachgroup,sofurtherexplorationwithlarger

samplesizesareneededformoreconclusiveresults.

Intermsofperformance,statisticalanalysisrevealednosignificantdifferenceinmeanrecognition

accuracy,averagedacrosspatternsanddurations,betweentheblind/VIgroupandsightedgroup,

t(43)= 0.172,p=0.865,two-tailed;norwereanysignificantdifferencesfoundinmeanrecognition

accuracybetweenthegroupsforanyofthethreevariationsinduration:250ms,t(13)=0.332,p=0.745,

two-tailed;500ms,t(13)= 0.357,p=0.727,two-tailed;and750ms,t(13)= 0.348,p=0.733,two-tailed.

Inotherwords,individualswhoself-identifiedasblind/VIperformedjustaswellasparticipants

whoweresighted. Whilepromising,theseresultsshouldbeviewedaspreliminaryandinconclusive

untillargersamplesizesareinvestigated. Moreover,itisimportanttonotethattheblind/VIgroup

consistedofaspectrumofindividualswhoarelegallyblindincludingfourindividualswhowere

bornblind,threeindividualswhobecameblindlateinlife,andthreeindividualswhoself-identifyas

visuallyimpaired.Furtherresearchisneededwithlargersamplesizestoinvestigateanyperformance

differencesbetweenthesethreesub-groups.

Ourpreviouswork[15]revealedsignificantdifferencesinmeanrecognitionaccuraciesforpattern

typefortheblind/VIgroup.Indeed,fromFigure5,clearlysomepatternsaremoredifficulttorecognize

thanothers,andTable1corroboratesrecognitiondifficultieswithparticipantfeedback.In[15],we

identifiedthecauseofthemisclassifications,whichweresimilaritiesbetweenafewofthetactilefacial

actionunits.Sincethen,themappinghasbeenimproved,andStudy#2usedtherefinedpatterns.

ComparingFigures5and6,itisinterestingtonotethesimilaritybetweenthegroupsintermsof
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recognitionperformanceontheindividualtactilefacialactionunits.Tables1and2alsoshowmany

similaritiesinsubjectiveassessmentoftheeaseofrecognizingthepatternsandtheirnaturalness.

4.2.Study#2Discussion

Sixoftheeightparticipantsintheblind/VIgrouppassedPart2trainingandmovedontotesting,

needinganaverageof2.4attemptsatthetrainingphase.Similarly,fiveoftheeightparticipantsinthe

sightedgrouppassedPart2training,alsoneedinganaverageof2.4attempts.AswithStudy#1,thisis

impressivegiventheshorttrainingperiodandthenumberoftactilefacialactionunits,inadditionto

havingtoassociateemotionstofacialactionunitcombinations.

Comparingtheblind/VIgroupwiththesightedgroup,nosignificantdifferenceswerefound

inmeanrecognitionaccuracyforthecompletemultidimensionalpatterns,t(9)= 0.047,p=0.964,

two-tailed;emotions,t(9)= 0.120,p=0.907,two-tailed;norfacialactionunitcombinations,

t(9)= 0.294,p=0.796,two-tailed. Thisoutcomehintsatthepossibilityofsimilarrecognition

performancebetweensightedandblind/VIgroups,butas withStudy#1,theseresultsshouldbe

viewedaspreliminaryandinconclusivegiventhesmallsamplesizes. Moreover,theblind/VIgroup

consistedoffiveindividualswhoarelateblindandoneindividualwhoiscongenitallyblind.Therefore,

alargersamplesizewouldallowcomparisonstobemadebetweencongenitallyblind,lateblind,and

VIsubgroups.

Previouswork[16]focusedonexploringsignificantdifferencesin meanrecognitionaccuracy

forpatterntypewithintheblind/VIgroup. Nosignificantdifferenceswerefound,indicatingthat

nopattern,inparticular,was moredifficulttorecognizeintermsofitsemotionalcontentorfacial

movements. However,Figures9and11clearlyindicatethatsomeparticipantsstruggledwithSad

(AU1),andthisiscorroboratedbythesubjectiveratingsinTable3.Interestingly,thesightedgroup

seemedtohavelessanissuewiththisemotionanditsassociatedfacialactionunit.Theydid,however,

seemtostruggle withFear(AU5)andFear(AU5+AU20),asdisplayedinFigures10and12,and

corroboratedbysubjectiveratingsinTable4.Theblind/VIgroupalsohadchallengesrecognizing

emotionsfromfacialactionunitcombinationsrepresentingFearaswellasAnger.Thesedifficulties

warrantfurtherattentionwithlargersamplesizes.

Participantsoftheblind/VIgroupincorrectlyclassifiedFearasSurpriseeighttimes,whereas

participantsofthesightedgroupincorrectlyclassifiedFearasSurprisesixtimes,Angerfivetimes,and

Sadnessfourtimes.ExpressionsofFear,Surprise,andAngershareAU5(raisingeyelids)alongwith

variationsinmouthmovement.ExpressionsofFearandSadnesssharesubtlefacialmovementsinthe

eyesand/oreyebrows/forehead. Whilethesesimilaritiesmostlikelyforcedparticipantstorelyonsubtle

variationstodistinguishbetweenemotions,wehypothesizethatwithfurthertraining,participants’

recognitionofthesenuanceswillbeimprovedandincreaseproficiencyinidentifyingemotions. We

alsoplantoredesignselectpatterns,suchasAU1,tofurtherenhancethedistinctnessofthetactile

facialactionunits,therebyeasingtraining.

5.ConclusionsandFuture Work

Thepurposeofthisworkwastoexploretwoquestions:(1)Howwellcanindividualswhoareblind

recognizetactilefacialactionunitscomparedtothosewhoaresighted?(2)Howwellcanindividualswhoare

blindrecognizeemotionsfromtactilefacialactionunitscomparedtothosewhoaresighted?

Resultsfromthispreliminarypilottestarepromising,hintingatsimilarrecognitionperformance

betweenindividualswhoareblindandsighted,althoughfurtherinvestigationisrequiredgiventhe

limitationsofthestudyincluding(i)smallsamplesizes;(ii)agedifferencesbetweenthesightedand

blind/VIgroups;and(iii)smallsamplesizespersubgroupswithintheblind/VIgroup(i.e.,congenitally

blind,lateblind,andVI),preventingexplorationoftheimpactofvisualexperienceonrecognition.

Whilethelimitationsoftheresults makethempreliminaryandinconclusive,thefindingsshow

potentialforaugmentingsocialinteractionsforindividualswhoareblind.Specifically,recognition

performanceamongindividualswhoareblindwaspromising,demonstratingthepotentialoftactile
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facial action units in social assistive aids. Moreover, we hope that these findings will garner more
interest from the research community to investigate further social assistive aids for individuals who
are blind or visually impaired.

As part of future work, we aim to conduct the aforementioned pilot studies with much larger
sample sizes. We are also investigating recognition of multimodal cues (voice+tactile facial action units)
by individuals who are blind. This work would improve the ecological validity of the experiment since
real-world social interactions involve a verbal component. Other possible directions for future work
include: (1) Exploring limitations in pulse width reductions to further speed up communication while
maintaining acceptable levels of recognition performance; (2) Designs that cover more facial action
units while maintaining distinctness and naturalness across patterns; and (3) Longitudinal evaluations
of tactile facial action units in the wild with individuals who are blind or visually impaired, potentially
as part of case studies.
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